


1 
Company profile

Decus is powered by an expressive and intuitive approach to interior design and architecture. 
Working across residential projects of all scales, our rebellious yet worldly spirit consistently drives 
individualised design outcomes – a pursuit in capturing personality and elevating experience.

2 
Our approach

We  connect with our clients on a fundamental level, allowing us to design tailored homes layered 
with character and enlivened by spatial tensions. Our focus on bespoke furniture, lighting and joinery 
is underscored by our value of artisanal craft; a source of humanist energy and identity in our spaces.

Offering expert knowledge, we instil ease and joy in the design process. We harness a collaborative 
and light-hearted approach to design, decoration, architecture, project management and 
procurement, taking our clients on the journey with us. A day in our studio is never dull, with our 
unbridled creative energy and enthusiasm for our craft shared with all.

3 
Team

Our team consists of passionate Architects and Interior Designers with a wide range of experience, 
ranging from high-end residential projects to large scale commercial and retail developments. 

With over 80 years of combined experience, each member of the Decus Interiors team contributes a 
unique set of skills, playing multiple roles in the design and execution of creative, considered homes. 
Our rigorous design process involves highly consultative discussions between project teams to
ensure all potential complexities are considered and resolved.

4
Services

Interior Design and Architecture
Our vision is to forge a new design language within the residential interior landscape. Driven by 
our desire for creative freedom and informed by our worldly outlook, we nurture client relationships 
defined by intimacy and trust to imagine evocative and surprising outcomes that impact and elevate 
the every day.  

Decoration and Procurement
Our extensive local and international network allows us to curate and procure unique products from 
around the world, ensuring seamless delivery of furniture, lighting and decorative accessories. 

Contract Administration
Our role in this stage is critical in ensuring the design is delivered to program without compromised 
quality for the Client. Without the involvement of our services during this stage, builders or contractors 
often simplify the documented design in order to expedite the building program or generate savings 
on the cost of materials and labour.



5
Values

Creative freedom
We are powered by a rebellious spirit, desire for creative freedom and the ability to create truly inspired 
interiors that articulate a new design language. Having built a reputation for individual expression, we 
strive to attract an open-minded and adventurous clientele who enable us to realise uncompromised 
design outcomes.

Quality
We are committed to exceptional quality in design, materiality and build. Our methodology is one 
of thorough exploration and exceptional execution. Defined by precision and rigorous refinement, 
this ethos is bolstered by a selective approach to our client portfolio and the shared values of our 
collaborators.

Collaboration
We believe in the importance of creative collaboration with architects, builders, craftspeople and 
our team. We seek to partner with individuals and businesses where values align and relationships 
are based on mutual respect. Drawing on the strength of these relationships allows for the cross 
pollination of ideas, propelling us to new heights and supporting our vision for design excellence.

Design
We believe in the transformative power of design to impact the way we feel in our surrounds. Passionate 
about experimental design and unique ways of thinking, we possess a high level of design knowledge 
both academically and instinctively. Drawing on our international outlook and vast life experiences, we 
find inspiration in the unexpected to ensure we are ever-evolving.

Client centricity
We strive to nurture intimate client relationships characterised by honesty, empathy and integrity. This 
foundation allows us to respond to client needs with considered design solutions that enhance the 
every day. We establish confidence and trust through investigative onboarding ensuring a process 
that can be emotional and challenging is defined by ease and enjoyment.



6
Latest studio accolades

2021
Vogue Living Top 50 
Listed 
Studio Recognition within the Top 50 
Designers within Australia  

2021 
The Australian – The List
Listed
Studio Recognition within the Top 50 
Designers within Australia  

2020 AUSTRALIA
Australian Interior Design Awards
Winner: Best Of State (WA)
Coastal Home

2020 AUSTRALIA
Australian Interior Design Awards
Shortlisted: Best Residential Interior
Coastal Home, Hill House

2020 AUSTRALIA
Belle Coco Republic Interior Design Awards
Shortlisted: Designer Of The Year, Best 
Residential Interior, Best Kitchen
Coastal Home, Hill House

2019 AUSTRALIA
House & Garden Awards Top 50 Rooms
Winner: Best Bathroom
Hill House

House & Garden Awards Top 50 Rooms
Shortlisted: Best Soft Furnishings
Coastal Home

House & Garden Awards Top 50 Rooms
Shortlisted: Best Kitchen
Hill House

2018 AUSTRALIA
Belle Coco Republic Interior Design Awards
Winner: Best Bathroom
Woollahra House

Interior Design Excellence Awards (IDEA)
Shortlisted: Best Residential Interior Decoration
Killcare House

Interior Design Excellence Awards (IDEA)
Shortlisted: Best Residential Interior Decoration
North Bondi Home

2018 INTERNATIONAL
Andrew Martin International Interior Designer of the 
Year
Shortlisted 
Killcare House

7 Global media reach INTERNATIONAL 
Architectural Digest (Germany, Spain, 
Mexico, Nederlands, China)
Elle Decoration (UK, South Africa, Spain, 
China)
Design Anthology
House & Garden (South Africa, UK)
House & Home (Canada)
Sunday Times Home (UK)
Gael Maison (Belgium)
Imagicasa (Belgium)
Denizen (NZ)
Arti Mekan (Turkey)
Enki (UK)
Urbis (NZ)
Nyarum (Sweden)

NATIONAL
Vogue Living 
Belle
Habitus 
House & Garden 
Yellowtrace 
Est Living 
Houses 
The Local Project 
Art Edit 
The Australian Financial Review, Domain Prestige 
The Australian, Domain 


